Introduction
Non-principal ultrafilters over natural numbers constitute a typical example of objects that cannot be described effectively. Their first appearance, as two-valued additive measures on the set of natural numbers such that each singleton has measure zero, may be traced back to Ulam and Tarski [19, 171 . Soon after, Sierpinski showed that the existence of such a measure yields the existence of a set which is not Lebesgue-measurable [16] , a result that illustrates well the non-effective character of such objects. It is in some sense surprising that, despite this non-effectiveness, these objects can be used in the proof of concrete statements; for instance a quite perspicuous proof of Ramsey's theorem [9] uses such an ultrafilter as an "oracle" deciding what subsets of natural numbers arc "large". We show that, if we replace standard truth values by opens of a suitable formal space (in this case regular or a-complete ideals of a Boolean algebra), it is possible to describe effcctivcly a non-principal ultrafiltcr.
It is possible to describe shortly the gist of the paper, using the following notations and terminology. Let F2 be the Boolean algebra with two elements. If B is any Boolean algebra, let BN denote the algebra of sequences (x,), x,, E B. Let us write pk E BN the sequence such that pk(i) = 1 if i 6 k and p,+(i) = 0 if k < i. If x E B, denote by x* E B" the constant sequence x* = (x,x,x,. . .). We define a Boolean measure algebra to be a Boolean algebra B with an operation ,u : BN -+ B such that ,&?k) = 0 and p(x*) =x.
It is clear that a Boolean measure algebra structure on F2 is another description of a non principal ultrafilter, and so, as explained above, cannot be built effectively. We show that any Boolean measure algebra can be used to model non-principal ultrafilters and we build effectively the initial Boolean measure algebra. This construction reveals unexpected connections with the closed-open Ramsey theorem [8] .
Our meta-language is kept informal, but is quite similar to the one used in Bishop's book [4] . We think that our development can be rather directly formalised in a setting like constructive type theory [ 151.
Initial Boolean measwe algebra

Basic notions
We shall follow closely the terminology and notations of [IO] . A Boolean algebra will be a ring B in which every element is idempotent. We write x + y for the ring addition (exclusive-or) and x.y or xy for the ring multiplication. We can then define xvy=x+y+xy.
The Boolean algebra C
We let C be the initial Boolean algebra with an infinitary operation CN + C. It is standard that this operation has an inverse C -+ CN. We write x H x(n) the n-th component of this inverse. Since CN -3 C is one-to-one, we write simply (x0,x1 ,x2,. . .) E C the image of an infinite sequence (x0,x1 ,x2,. . , ) E CN. Using this convention, we consider that x* E C if x E C. In general, we have thus (x0,x, ,x2,. . .)(n) =x, and x = (x(O), x( 1 ),x(2), . . .). It follows also from initial&y that the following induction principle is valid for C: Proposition 1. Zf X 5 C is such that 0 E X, 1 EX and (x,) EX whenever x, EX for all n, then X = C. Proof. By induction on the proof that x E Co. If x = 0 then y = 0 and hence y t Co.
Otherwise there exists N such that xx(n) E Co for all n >N. By induction hypothesis, yy(n) E Co for all n >N since yy(n) <.rx(n). Hence y E Co. El Lemma 2. !f' ux E CO and v( 1 -X) E Co then uc E Co. '
Proof. Let us say that x E C is eliminahfe iff ux E Co and v( 1 -x) E Co imply UD E Co.
Lemma 2 states that all elements are eliminable. We prove this using proposition 1. It is clear using Lemma 1 that 1 and 0 are eliminable. Suppose that x, is eliminable for all n. We let x be x = (x,~) and we show that if ux E Co and u( 1 -x) E Co then uu E Co by induction on the proof that ux E Co and v( 1 -X) E Co. If ux = 0 then u< 1 -x and hence UL' 6 u( 1 -x). The conclusion follows from Lemma 1.
If u( 1 ~ X) = 0 then u fx and hence UO<U.X. The conclusion follows from Lemma 1.
If there exists N such that uxu(n)x(n) E Co and c( 1 -x)z;(n)( 1 -x(n)) E Co for all n 3 N then by induction hypothesis we have that u_uu(n).u(n) E Co and ~(1 -x) E Co implies ucu(n)x(n) E Co and ux E Co and u(
are eliminable this implies uou(n)c(n) E CO for all n 3 N and hence uz' E Co as desired.
Hence, if x,, are eliminable for all n then so is (x,,). By Proposition 1, this shows that all elements of C are eliminable. 0
Theorem 1. Co is an ideal of C.
Proof. Using Lemma 1, it is enough to show that Co is closed by binary sup. If x E Ct,
and y E Co then 1.~ =x E Co and (x V y)( 1 -x) = y E Co. By Lemma 2, we have that .rVy=l(.XVy)tC( Corollary. x -x* E Co for all x.
Proof. We have directly y =x( 1 -x* ) E Co and z =x*( 1 -x) E Co, because y(n)y = Z(M) z=O for all n. Hence x-x*=yVzzCa by Theorem 1. 0
It seems difficult to prove directly that x -x* E Co for all x. without first proving that CO is closed under sum.
Proof. Let x be (x0,x,, . . .). By Lemma 1, we have xx,, E CO for n >N and hence x E CO. 0
Let B the quotient Boolean algebra C/Co. By Proposition 2, we can quotient the operation CN + C to get an operation p : B" + B. Furthermore this operation satisfies ,~(pk) = 0 and p(x*) =x for all x E B. Thus B, p : B" + B is a Boolean measure algebra.
Theorem 2. B, p : B" -+ B is the initial Boolean measure algebra.
Proof. Let A, p : A," -+A be any Boolean measure algebra. By initiality of C there exists a unique morphism g : C ---f A such that g(a) = p(g o U) for all u E C'. It is then direct to show that x E Co implies g(x) = 0 by induction on the proof that x E Co : if g(xx(n)) = 0 for all n 3N, then identifying x and (x(0),x(l), . . .) E C" we have g(x) = p(g o x) and hence
It follows that we can factorize the morphism g to a morphism f : B +A which satisfies m(a)) = N O co for all a E B". This reasoning shows also the uniqueness of such a morphism. 0
A jinite version
In a similar way, we can analyse binary measure algebras, that are Boolean algebras B with a morphism ,U : B2 + B such that ~(x, x) =x for all x E B. The initial binary Boolean measure algebra can be directly described as the Boolean algebra B = Fi with the operation ,~((xa,xi ), (~0, yI )) = (x0, yi ). This follows from the following result.
Proposition. In B we have ,U(~(XO,XI >, p( yo, ye )) = p(xo, ye >.
Proof. We show first &A( l,O),p(O, 1)) = 1. It follows that and also Hence the result. C Alternatively, we can build B as a quotient of the initial Boolean algebra with an operation C' -C (which is isomorphic to the Lindenbaum algebra of propositional logic). We define Co C: C by the rules
We can then prove as in the infinitary case:
Theorem. Ccl is u ideal qf C.
In this case, C/Co is isomorphic to F;.
Similarly, we can define n-ary Boolean measure algebra, and prove that the initial n-ary Boolean measure algebra is F;.
How to interpret ultrafilters
Properties qf Boolean measure dgehra
Let B. ~1 : B,' 4 B be a Boolean measure algebra. 
Proposition 4. [f .f E B."' we have ,u(f ) 6 V z c,i ,f (11).
Proof. Let g E B" be defined by g(n) = 0 if n <N and g(n) = ,f(N) V V f(n) for II 3 N. The proof of Proposition 3 shows that V .,,.,,.f(n)=,dg).
Also .f(n)Gg(n) for n3N
and hence p(,f)<p(g). 0
'4 proyf of Ramsey's theorem
We use the previous results to interpret a proof which uses a non-principal ultrafilter, using unq' Boolean measure algebra B. This is an instance of a proof of Ramsey's theorem presented in [9] . Let x E [N+N--t2] be given. We write x,, the function
m H x(n)(m). We show $J = 3m,%,~3
[nl <n2<n3 r\Xn,(ll2)=Xn,(n3)=Xn,(n3)1 using a non-principal ultrafilter ~1. 3
We define a(n) = ,Qn). Using the conditions on p, it is direct to show In order to conclude from this to the existence of nI <nz <n3 such that x(n1n2n3) = 1 from this fact, we need a further result, which is proved in the next subsection.
Another characterisation of Co
The goal of this part is to show effectively that the initial Boolean measure algebra 
A topos theoretic interpretation
Since the theory of sheaves and locales have not yet been developed in a predicative framework, in the sense of constructive type theory for instance [ 151, ' we limit ourselves to some informal connections with the usual notions of toposes of sheaves over a locale [3, 51. 'Conversely, it can be shown using the law of excluded middle that if x is not in CO, then there exists an infinite sequence nl <n? < such that for all i, < J' = {X E B 1 (V'y E J)xy = 0). The other locale structure is suggested by the work [7] that applies to any Boolean a-algebra: the open of this locale are the o-complete ideals of B. In both cases, in the topos of sheaves over this locale, it can be checked that a Boolean function is, externally, an infinite sequence of elements of B. Also, the decidable propositions of this topos can be identified to the elements of B.
In the particular case where we start from the initial Boolean algebra B, this topos of sheaves satisfies furthermore a transfer principle for existential propositions. If a statement 3n 4(n) where 4(n) is an external decidable proposition, is true in this topos, then this statement is true externally. This follows from Theorem 4: if b, is the Boolean value of 4(n), the internal truth of 3n d( ) n means that 1 is the least upper bound of the sequence b,, in B. (Notice that this applies only if Q, is externally decidable.) Thus, this sheaf-model can be seen as a machine for producing constructive, combinatorial proofs of facts about natural numbers that can be expressed by an existential formula, and of which the standard proof is based on the existence of a non-principal ultrafilter over the natural numbers. This can be compared with the non-constructive use of Boolean cover in topos theory in the proof of Barr's theorem [3, 131.
Conclusion
We think that the result of Theorem 2, that Co is an ideal, is interesting in itself. Notice that its proof is quite close to the proof of cut-elimination of infinitary propositional logic (see for instance [12] ). On the other hand, as we already noticed, it can be seen as a reformulation of the classical clopen Ramsey's theorem [8] , and provide a direct constructive proof of this result. We find it remarkable that this formulation comes from a problem that seems at first quite distinct, which was to understand construtively some use of a non-principal ultrafilter.
One question raised indirectly by this paper is what should be a formal description of non separable topological spaces. This question seems to apply as well to the description of Stone-Cech compactification described in [2] . This question applies in particular for a constructive interpretation of Hindman's theorem, which has a proof using non-principal ultrafilters [9] . This theorem has a suggestive interpretation in terms of the Boolean algebra C. If x E C let xk denote the element (x(k),x(k + l), . . .) E C. Hindman's theorem can be interpreted as the result that the subset H C C defined inductively by the rules . ..xx(n)x"~H...
OEH XEH
is an ideal of C. An effective proof of this result would be quite interesting.
This note is a further instance of the use of topological models in proof-theoretic problems (see [6] for another example). We hope to have shown that this can be seen as an illustration of Hilbert's program [ 111. reformulated in a constructive framework:
non-principal ultrafilters are ideal objects, that can be eliminated, here by using suitable topological models, in any given proof of a concrete statement.
